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Overview

The MLRec 2015 workshop aims to bring the attention of researchers to
the various data mining and machine learning methods for recommender
systems.

Since the introduction of recommender system, there are a lot of machine
learning and data mining algorithms designed for effective and efficient rec-
ommendation. To name a few, the matrix factorization techniques are widely
used to model the latent space in which users and items interact with each
other. The factorization machine uses bilinear regression models to capture
the non-linear interactions among the user features and item features. In
the past years, researchers have utilized many machine learning techniques
such as online learning, metric learning, sparse learning, multi-task learning
also to foster the development of recommender systems.

This workshop focuses on applying novel as well as existing machine
learning and data mining methodologies for improving recommender sys-
tems. Indeed there are many established conferences such as NIPS and
ICML that focus on the study of theoretical properties of machine learn-
ing algorithms. On the other hand, the recent developed conference ACM
RecSys focuses on different aspects of designing and implementing recom-
mender systems. We believe that there is a gap between these two ends, and
this workshop aims at bridging the recent advances of machine learning and
data mining algorithms to improving recommender systems. Since many
recommendation approaches are built upon data mining and machine learn-
ing algorithms, these approaches are deeply rooted in their foundations. As
such, there is an urgent need for researchers from the two communities to
jointly work on 1) what are the recent developed machine learning and data
mining techniques that can be leveraged to address challenges in recom-
mender systems, and 2) from challenges in recommender systems, what are
the practical research directions in the machine learning and data mining
community.

We encourage submissions on a variety of topics, including but not lim-
ited to:

1. Novel machine learning algorithms for recommender systems, e.g., new
content aware recommendation algorithms, new algorithms for matrix
factorization handling cold-start items.

2. Novel approaches for applying existing machine learning algorithms,
e.g., applying bilinear models, sparse learning, metric learning, neural
networks and deep learning, for recommender systems.
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3. Novel optimization algorithms and analysis for improving recommender
systems, e.g., parallel/distributed optimization techniques and efficient
stochastic gradient descent.

4. Industrial practices and implementations of recommendation systems,
e.g., feature engineering, model ensemble, and lessons from large-scale
implementations of recommender systems.

We believe that advancements on these topics will benefit a variety of
algorithm and application domains.
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Similarity Dependency Dirichlet Process for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis

Wanying Ding∗ Xiaoli Song† Yue Shang‡ Junhuan Zhu§ Lifan Guo¶

Xiaohua Hu‖

Abstract

Aspect-base Sentiment Analysis is a core component
in Review Recommendation System. With the boom-
ing of customers’ reviews online, an efficient sentiment
analysis algorithm will substantially enhance a review
recommendation system’s performance, providing users
with more helpful and informative reviews. Recently,
two kinds of LDA derived models, namely Word Model
and Phrase Model, take the dominant positions in this
field. However, the requirement of exact aspect number
underlies the usability and flexibility of these LDA ex-
tended models. Although, Dirichlet Process(DP), which
can help to automatically generate the number of as-
pects, has been on trial, its random word assignment
mechanism makes the result unsatisfying. This paper
proposes a model named Similarity Dependency Dirich-
let Process(SDDP) to cope with the above problems.
SDDP inherits the merits of DP to automatically de-
termine the number of aspects, but it exploits the se-
mantic similarities between words to infer aspects and
sentiments, alleviating the random assignment problem
in DP. Furthermore, based on SDDP, this paper builds
a word model W-SDDP and a phrase model P-SDDP
respectively to detect aspects and sentiments from two
different perspectives. Finally we experiment both our
two models on 6 datasets, and compare with other 6
currently most popular models. The result shows that
both W-SDDP and P-SDDP outperform the other 6
models, indicating SDDP is a promising model for sen-
timent analysis.

1 Introduction

Social media has provided an open platform for users
to exchange ideas online, and more and more valuable
opinions have been published on different websites,like
Amazon and Yelp. But with the dramatic increase in
volume, it will cost customers dozens of hours going
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through all the reviews. Thus, Review Recommendation
System has been created in order to present customers
with most helpful or informative reviews. Within such a
system, aspect-based sentiment analysis is an important
component[1],[2] to make it function, because it can
efficiently detect the Aspect (A particular feature, like
food or service of a restaurant) and corresponding
Sentiments (The subjectivity polarities, like positive or
negative),and further provide vital features to recognize
helpful reviews.

As a core component of recommendation system,
sentiment analysis has been long explored. In the
early days, classification methods were widely applied
[3],[4],[5],[6], and laid a solid foundation. However,
the requirement of training dataset presents a chal-
lenge for related researches, since manually construct-
ing training datasets is time consuming and labori-
ous, but more and more online data presents as un-
labelled. Thus, unsupervised methods become more
attractive because of its label-free and flexible in use.
The birth of Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)[7] has
inspired a lot of researchers in developing unsupervised
models[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14]. LDA extended mod-
els inherit both LDAs advantages and disadvantages.
Speaking of advantages, they are all training dataset
free, and efficient in aspect and sentiment discovery.
The disadvantage is that they require users to decide
the number of aspects beforehand. Such decisions are
hard to make, especially when one has little knowledge
about the dataset at hand. Although it is possible to
repeatedly check the perplexity values to find an opti-
mal number of aspects, it has a major practical limi-
tation in that one may have to make a large number
of trials. Recently, a few researchers try to replace
the static Dirichlet allocation in LDA with dynamic
Dirichlet process (DP), which can automatically gen-
erate the aspect number according datasets’ own char-
acteristics. Jianfeng Si[15] took the first try in imple-
menting DP to discover the sentiment from Twitter, and
Kim Suin[16]adopted the Hierarchical DP(HDP)[17] to
explore the hierarchical aspect structure from online re-
views. Both Jianfeng Si and Kim Suin’s works are just
simply to apply traditional DP, and ignore the random
word assignment problem, which is emphasized by Blei



and Frazier[18].
Considering all the problems mentioned above, this

paper has proposed a Similarity Dependency Dirichlet
Process (SDDP) for sentiment analysis. Comparing to
LDA, SDDP can automatically determine the number of
aspects, saving users from laborious trials. Comparing
to DP or HDP, SDDP replaces the random assignment
mechanism with semantic similarity assignment, mak-
ing the model more reasonable and acceptable. Besides,
considering the Word Model and the Phrase Model are
two research logistics in sentiment analysis area, this pa-
per builds two models based on SDDP, one word model
(W-SDDP) and one phrase model (P-SDDP), to recog-
nize one review’s sentiment from two different perspec-
tives. We experiment both W-SDDP and P-SDDP on 6
datasets, and compare the results with 6 other models.
The results show that both W-SDDP and P-SDDP out-
perform other models, and this indicates that SDDP is
a promising model for use in sentiment analysis.

2 Related Work

Aspect-based sentiment analysis has been deeply ex-
plored in the past decades, and most of them exploit
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Based on LDA, the
word model and the phrase model are two research
branches that have been drived[19].

Phrase Model processes the raw text data into
a series of phrases, which can be shown as <
head word,modifier word >. Generally speaking, the
head word is used for identifying aspects, and the
modifier word is for identifying sentiments. Several
tries[12],[20] have been done, but because of the labori-
ous data pre-process work, most researchers prefer the
word model.

Word Model relies on the ”bag-of-word” assump-
tion. Two methods are commonly used to deal with
words. First, some researches assume one word simul-
taneously conveys both sentiment and aspect informa-
tion, so they use different aspect-sentiment prior dis-
tributions to infer the word assignment. Models like
JST[8] and ASUM[21] belong to this category, which is
referred as Pure Word Model in this paper. Second, ex-
ternal knowledge, like POS tagging or sentiment dictio-
nary, might be used to help distinguish whether a word
conveys aspect or sentiment information, and use as-
pect words to infer the aspects, and sentiment words to
infer the sentiments. Models like JAS[22] and MaxEnt-
LDA[10] fall into this category. Comparing to the for-
mer category, these models is closer to phrase model,
since it also needs much data pre-process work. The
only difference is that it does not need to pair up the
aspect and sentiment words. This paper refers this kind
of word model as Mixture Word Model.

Currently, most models are LDA based. The
problem of LDA extended models is that the number
of aspects needs to be pre-determined. However, such
a decision is hard to make, especially in the social
media environment. For example, one can hardly know
how many aspects people may mention about towards
a restaurant in Yelp.com. Traditionally, researchers
will take a lot of trials and errors to find the optimal
number, but it is time and labor consuming. One
solution to this problem is to replace the Dirichlet
allocation in LDA with Dirichlet process, which can help
to generate the number of aspects automatically. Thus,
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process(HDP)[17] was introduced
as a non-parametric model to solve the aspect number
determination problem.

HDP consists of two levels of Dirichlet Process(DP).
The second level is a multinomial distribution, which
is represented as G0, and G0 is shared by all the
documents in the data collection. Specifically,G0 can
be deemed as the aspect distributions we want to
generate from the review collection. The first level is
a series of multinomial distributions θd, which control
word-aspect assignments within each document. θd are
private to each of the documents, and generated by
G0. If we explain HDP from the Chinese Restaurant
Process(CRP)[23] perspective, each document can be
treated as a restaurant, and words in the document are
the customers, who will sit tables within this restaurant.
The first customer will sit the first table, and the nth

customer will sit at table t with probability of ct
n−1+α ,

where ct is the number of words sat in table t, and
create a new table with probability of α

n−1+α . Similarly,
tables will order dishes. A table will order a dish k with
probability of sk

m−1+γ , where sk is the number of tables
ordered dish k, and create a new dish with probability of

γ
m−1+γ . α and γ are the hyper-parameters in the model.
The table and dish here can be treated as the local and
global aspect distributions. The graphic model of HDP
is shown in Figure 1(a).

Just as shown in the model, the probability of a cus-
tomer sitting at a table is only proportional to the num-
ber of other customers already in that table[24]. Such
assignments are kind of random and ignore the context
information. Aiming to solve this problem, Blei has
proposed a Distance Dependency Chinese Restaurant
Process(Dist-CRP) [24], which takes the distance infor-
mation into consideration in image process. Although
it improves the performance by clustering close pix-
els within one document, Dist-CRP ignores the words’
global co-occurrence information. Actually, one reason
why LDA can achieve a satisfying result in topic detec-
tion is that it exploits the words’ co-occurrence infor-
mation well, while HDP, including Dist-CRP, has over-



looked such information by implementing the private
θds. Thus, this paper has proposed a Semantic Depen-
dency Dirichlet Process (SDDP) for sentiment analysis.
SDDP considers not only the local distance information,
but also the global co-occurrence information. Based
on SDDP, we construct two kinds of models, one word
model (W-SDDP) and one phrase model (P-SDDP).
The experiment results show that SDDP based mod-
els perform better than LDA, HDP and their extended
models.

3 Model Description.

3.1 Similarity Dependency Dirichlet Process.
Words’ co-occurrence and distance are the two perspec-
tives reflecting two words’ semantic similarity. Thus,
this paper uses formula(3.1) as the function to calculate
two words’ semantic similarity.
(3.1)

sim(wi, wj) = m ∗
D∑

d=1

Md∑

i,j=0

(
e−|i−j| − e−Md

e−1 − e−Md
∗ 1

c(wi) + c(wj)
)

where D is the number of Document, Md is the
length of document d, wi represents the word appear-
ing in document d’s ith position, c(wi) denotes the total
number of times wi occurring in the document collec-
tion, and m is the normalization coefficient to ensure
sim(wi, wj) ranges in [0,1]. Thus, the more often wi
and wj appear in the same document, or the closer wi
and wj present, the larger sim(wi, wj) is.

SDDP utilize sim(wi, wj) to assign words. Given
w1, w2, .wn−1 within a document, the table assignment
an of the nth word/phrase follows the formula (3.2),
where t represents the table assignments, and count(t)
means the number of words that have been assigned to
table t.

p(an = t|a1:n−1,wi∈t, α, sim(·)) ∝




∑
i∈t sim(wi, wn)

count(t)
(if t exists)

α (if t is new)

(3.2)

Similarly, in the second level, given the all the tables
t1, t2, .tm−1 generated among the whole document col-
lection, the topic assignment zm for the mth table can
be represented as formula(3.3), where k represents the
topic assignment, and count(k) is the number of tables
assigned to this topic.

p(zm = k|z1:m−1, tj∈k, γ, sim(·)) ∝




∑
j∈k sim(tj , tm)

count(k)
(if k exists)

γ (if k is new)

(3.3)

3.2 Two Derivation Models. Just as mentioned in
related work part, there are mainly two types of models
dealing with sentiment analysis, namely the word model
and the phrase model, and in addition, the word model

Figure 1: Graphic Models

can be classified into the pure word model and the
mixture word model. Considering the mixture word
model is a kind of combination of the phrase model and
the pure word model, and in order to make a complete
contrast, this paper extends SDDP into a pure word
model (W-SDDP) and a phrase model (P-SDDP).

W-SDDP assumes each document is composed by
a series of independent words, and each word conveys
both aspect and sentiment information. While, P-
SDDP assumes each document is composed by a series
of independent phrase, which can be represented as
< head word,modifier word >, and the head word
conveys the aspect information, and the modifier word
conveys the sentiment information. Figure 1(b) and
Figure 1(c) show the graphic models for W-SDDP
and P-SDDP. Table 1 shows the explanations for the
annotation in Figure 1.

In generative process, W-SDDP and P-SDDP have
a lot in common. To be concise, we use the same flow
to introduce the generative process, but highlight the
different parts for these two models. Their generative
process can be shown as follows:

Step 1: Define a baseline H for global aspect generation.
Here we choose a uniform distribution as H. Draw a distribution

G0 from H according to SDDP parametrized by γ. G0 ∼
SDDP (H, γ).

Step 2: For each aspect, draw a word-aspect distribution

ϕk according to a Dirichlet distribution parametrized by β. ϕk ∼
Dir(β).

Step 3: For each aspect, draw sentiment distributions ϕk,s

according to a Dirichlet distribution parametrized by δs. ϕk,s ∼
Dir(δs).

Step 4: For each document d:

(4.1) Draw a multinomial distribution θd from G0 according
to SDDP parametrized by α. θd ∼ SDDP (G0, α).

(4.2) For the ith word or phrase in document d:

(4.2.1) Draw an aspect assignment zd,i according to θd.
(4.2.2) Draw a sentiment distribution φz according to a

Dirichlet distribution parametrized by λ. φz ∼ Dir(λ).

(4.2.3) Draw a sentiment assignment sd,i according to φz .



Table 1: Annotation of the Graphic Model
D The number of documents

N The number of words/phrases

K The number of aspects

S The number of sentiments

H The baseline distribution to generate G0

G0 The global aspect distribution shared by all the docu-

ments

θd The The local aspect distribution of document d

ϕz The word distribution within an aspect z

ϕz,s The word distribution of a sentiment s in aspect z

φz The sentiment distribution within an aspect z

zd,i The aspect assignment of the ith word/phrase in the

dth document

sd,i The sentiment assignment of the ith word/phrase in

the dth document

wd,i The ith word in the dth document

hd,i The head word of the ith phrase in the dth document

md,i The modifier word of the ith phrase in the dth docu-

ment

α The hyper parameter for local aspect assignment

β The hyper parameter for word allocation within an

aspect

γ The hyper parameter for global aspect assignment

λ The hyper parameter for sentiment distribution within

an aspect

δ The hyper parameter for word distribution within a
sentiment

For W-SDDP:
(4.2.4) Generate a word wd,i according to ϕz and ϕz,s.

wd,i ∼ ϕz , ϕz,s.

For P-SDDP:
(4.2.4) Generate the head of pd,i according to ϕz . hd,i ∼ ϕz .

(4.2.5) Generate the modifier of pd,i according to ϕz,s.

md,i ∼ ϕz,s.

3.3 Model Inference. We use Gibbs Sampling to
infer both of W-SDDP and P-SDDP. Considering W-
SDDP and P-SDDP share very similar sampling pro-
cess, and the only difference is that W-SDDP use words
to sample both aspects and sentiments, while P-SDDP
use head words to infer aspects and modifier words to
infer sentiments. To make the paper concise, we use
W-SDDP as the example to show how to make the in-
ference, as for P-SDDP, please replace wd,i with hd,i in
aspect inference, and replace wd,i with md,i in sentiment
inference.

At the first level, each word needs to be assigned
to different tables. This assignment can be realized
by the formula(3.4), where ad,i denotes the table as-
signment of wd,i, a

−d,i represents other words’ table
assignments in document d except wd,i, k represents
the aspects’ word distributions, ave(sim(wd,i, wn)) de-

notes to
∑

i∈t sim(wn,wi)

count(t) in formula(3.2), and g
−wd,i

k (kt)

denotes to the word distribution in the aspect which

table t has been assigned to.
p(ad,i = t|a−d,i, k) =

(

T∑

t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,i, wn))

∑T
t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,i, wn)) + α

∗ g−wd,i

k (kt))

+
α

∑T
t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,i, wn)) + α

(3.4)

Similarly, table will be assigned to different aspects
in the second level, the inference process can be
shown as formula (3.5), where zd,t denotes to the
aspect assignment for the tth table in document d,

ave(sim(td,j , tm)) denotes to
∑

m∈k sim(tm,tj)

count(k) in formula

(3.3), and g
−td,j
k (k) denotes to the word distribution in

aspect k.
p(zd,j = k|z−d,j , k) =

(

K∑

k=1

∑
m∈k ave(sim(td,j , tm))

∑K
k=1

∑
m∈k ave(sim(td,j , tm)) + γ

∗ g−td,j
k (k))

+
γ

∑K
k=1

∑
t∈k ave(sim(td,j , tm)) + γ

(3.5)

g
−wd,i

k (k)can be inferred as formula(3.6) , where N
−wd,i

k,w

is the word count of w in aspect k except wd,i, N
−wd,i

k

is the number of words in aspect k except wd,i and V is
the length of word vocabulary.

(3.6) g
−wd,i

k (k) =
N
−wd,i

k,w + β

N
−wd,i

k + V ∗ β
After aspect inference, a sentiment needs to be chosen
for the very word or phrase under this aspect. We apply
a Dirichlet allocation as the prior for sentiment distri-
bution. Under the aspect k, the sentiment inference can
be made as formula (3.7), where N

−wd,i

k,s,w is the number
of word w has been assigned to sentiment s under as-
pect k except wd,i, N

−wd,i

k,s the number of words have
been assigned to sentiment s under aspect k except wd,i
, N

−wd,i

k is the word count of aspect k except wd,i, and
S is the number of sentiment.

(3.7) p(sd,i = s|k) =
N
−wd,i

k,s,w + δs

N
−wd,i

k,s + V ∗ S
∗

N
−wd,i

k,s + λ

N
−wd,i

k + S ∗ λ
So, in summary the inference process can be represented
as the formula (3.8).

p(zd,i = k, sd,i = s|parameters) =

((

T∑

t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,i, wn))

∑T
t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,j , wn)) + α

∗ g−wd,i

k (kt))

+
α

∑T
t=1

∑
n∈t ave(sim(wd,i, wn)) + α

∗ ((
K∑

k=1

∑
m∈k ave(sim(td,i, tm))

∑K
k=1

∑
m∈k ave(sim(td,i, tm)) + γ

∗ g−td,i
k (k))

+
γ

∑K
k=1

∑
m∈k ave(sim(td,i, tm)) + γ

∗G0))

∗ (
N
−wd,i

k,s,w + δs

N
−wd,i

k,s + V ∗ S
∗

N
−wd,i

k,s + λ

N
−wd,i

k + S ∗ λ
)

(3.8)



4 Experiment and Evaluation.

4.1 Dataset and Model Description. All the ex-
periments and evaluations are tested on one or some
of the six datasets shown in Table 2. We used differ-
ent datasets for different experiment or evaluation pur-
poses. The models to be tested are LDA[7], HDP[17],

Table 2: Dataset List
NO. Dataset

Content
Source Volume Labelled

1[25] Restaurant Citysearch 3400 sentences Yes

2[21] Coffee Ma-
chine

Amazon 3000 reviews No

3[21] Laptop Amazon 3000 reviews No

4[26] Car tripAdviser 3000 reviews No

5[26] Hotel tripAdviser 3000 reviews No

6 Restaurant Yelp.com 350 reviews No

JST[8], ASUM[11], MaxEnt-LDA[10], JAS[22], and our
two models: W-SDDP and P-SDDP.

4.2 Experiment Settings. P-SDDP functions only
when the documents can be decomposed into
a series of phrases, which are presented as <
head word,modifier word >. We use Stanford Depen-
dency Parser (SDParser)[27] to process the datasets for
phrase model. Given a sentence, SDParser can find the
word pairs that have modification relations. According
to the results provided by SDParser, the overall relation-
ships and patterns we use are listed as follows, where A
in < A,B > denotes the head word and B in < A,B >
denotes the modifier word. For detailed information,
please refer to SDParser manual book[28].

AdjectivalModifier : amod(A,B)→< A,B >

Adjectival Complement : acomp(A,B) +nsubj(A,C)→<
C,B >

Copula : cop(A,B) + nsubj(A,C)→< C,A >

Direct Object : dobj(A,B) + nsubj(A,C)→< B,A >
And :< A,B > +conj and(A,C) →< C,B > or < A,B >

+conj and(B,C)→< A,C >

Negation Modifier :< A,B > +neg(B,not)→< A,not+
B >

Noun Compound :< A,B > +nn(A,C) →< C + A,B >

, or < A,B > +nn < C,A→< A+ C,B >
Agent Relationship : agent(A,B)→< B,A >

Nominal Subject : nsubj(A,B)→< B,A >
Infinitival Modifier : infmod(A,B)→< A,B >

Passive Nominal Subject : nsubjpass < A,B >→<
B,A >

Participial Modifier : partmod(A,B)→< A,B >

Controlling Subject : xsubj(A,B)→< B,A >

4.3 Prior Knowledge. We use MQPA as the senti-
ment dictionary to facilitate the hyper parameter set-
tings for sentiment distribution. MQPA has provided
the polarities for each word, but not the explicit score.
Thus, we make the following rules:

If a word is tagged as ”positive” and ”strongsubj”,
δpositive = 0.8, δnegative = 0.1, and, δneutral = 0.1

If a word is tagged as ”positive” and ”weaksubj”, δpositive =

0.6, δnegative = 0.1, and, δneutral = 0.3
If a word is tagged as ”negative” and ”strongsubj”,

δpositive = 0.1, δnegative = 0.8, and, δneutral = 0.1

If a word is tagged as ”negative” and ”weaksubj”, δpositive =
0.1, δnegative = 0.6, and, δneutral = 0.3

If a word is tagged as ”neutral” and ”strongsubj”, δpositive =

0.1, δnegative = 0.1, and, δneutral = 0.8

If a word is tagged as ”neutral” and ”weaksubj”, λpositive =

0.6, λnegative = 0.2, and, λneutral = 0.2

For other hyper parameters in the models, we
employ the standard and out of box settings without any
tuning to our datasets. For the six comparison models,
all the hyper parameters are set as default values, and
for W-SDDP, and P-SDDP, α and γ are set with the
same magnitude of the similarity value, and β=λ=0.05.

4.4 Evaluation

Evaluation with Golden Standard. First, we use
golden standard to evaluate our models. The first
dataset in Table 2 is the one with golden standard. All
the words in this dataset have been manually annotated
to six aspects, namely Food, Staff, Price, Ambience,
Anecdote, and Miscellaneous, and three sentiments:
Positive, Negative and Neutral.

Models like JST, ASUM, and JAS, mix all the
aspect words and sentiment words together, so we
extract the noun words as the aspect words and others
as sentiment words to map with the golden standard.
Models like MaxEnt, LDA and HDP, do not provide
sentiment polarities, so we can only compare them on
the general sentiment level without distinguishing the
specific sentiment types.

We use precision to measure to what degree each
model can correctly select the aspect words and the
corresponding sentiment words. The results are shown
in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5. The blanks in the
tables mean that we could not find the related aspect
or sentiment from the model’s results.

Table 3: Aspect Comparison among the Popular Models
LDA HDP ASUM JST Max-

Ent
JAS W-

SDDP
P-
SDDP

Food 0.639 0.806 0.751 0.632 0.808 0.779 0.760 0.817
Staff 0.429 0.460 0.411 0.299 0.559 0.527 0.563 0.655
Price – 0.353 0.278 – 0.232 0.351 0.366 0.494
Ambi-
ence

0.412 0.452 0.347 0.226 0.299 0.451 0.469 0.545

Anec-
dote

0.379 0.444 0.259 0.188 0.397 0.443 0.450 0.450

Miscel-
laneous

0.441 0.471 0.504 0.347 0.330 0.532 0.565 0.590

From Table 3 we can find that P-SDDP performs
the best in identifying all the six aspects, and W-SDDP
also outperforms other non-SDDP based models except



in detecting ”Food”, which is just slightly lower.

Table 4: Sentiment Comparison among the Models with
Sentiment Polarity

ASUM JST JAS W-

SDDP

P-

SDDP

Food
+ 0.655 0.461 0.658 0.822 0.786
- 0.368 0.225 0.224 0.440 0.400

* 0.104 0.064 – 0.136 0.304

Staff

+ 0.445 0.241 0.243 0.667 0.662

- 0.388 0.164 0.322 0.438 0.651
* 0.022 0.037 – 0.071 0.063

Price
+ – – 0.255 0.333 0.431
- 0.150 – 0.088 0.333 0.273

* – – – 0.000 0.000

Ambi-

+ – – 0.273 0.701 0.565

- 0.174 – 0.124 0.286 0.400
ence * 0.056 0.029 – 0.078 0.158

Anec-

+ – 0.089 0.093 0.500 0.256

- – – 0.143 0.333 0.250

dote * 0.243 0.113 – 0.200 0.444

Miscell-

+ 0.302 0.241 0.227 0.636 0.583

- 0.218 – 0.176 0.250 0.400
aneous * 0.219 – – 0.500 0.231

Table 5: Sentiment Comparison among Models without
Sentiment Polarity

LDA HDP Max-

Ent

W-

SDDP

P-

SDDP

Food 0.230 0.161 0.221 0.602 0.530

Staff 0.197 0.090 0.205 0.583 0.391

Price – 0.059 0.134 0.301 0.263

Ambi-

ence

0.187 0.082 0.107 0.440 0.406

Anec-

dote

0.164 0.083 0.131 0.281 0.333

Miscell-

aneous

0.190 0.000 0.091 0.452 0.500

From Table 4 and 5, we can find the both W-SDDP
and P-SDDP outperform other models, and they beat
each other alternatively.

In this section, we find that both of W-SDDP
and P-SDDP perform better than other models when
evaluating via datasets with golden standard.

Evaluation with Perplexity. Although we can evalu-
ate models via golden standard, the quantity of labelled
datasets is very limited. It is not persuasive by just
testing the results on only one dataset. Another way
to evaluate the performances of the models is to apply
Perplexity on unlabelled datasets.

We test the 8 models on 4 datasets, from the 2nd to
5th dataset in Table 2. For each model on each dataset,
we change the initial number of aspects from 10 to 100
in intervals of 10, and choose the lowest perplexity as

the value to compare. The results are shown in Figure
2. From Figure 2, we can see that P-SDDP always
has the lowest perplexity on all the datasets, followed
by W-SDDP. Perplexity based evaluation indicates that

Figure 2: Perplexity Comparison among Models

W-SDDP and P-SDDP have better performances in
inferring the words in the datasets. Comparing to W-
SDDP, P-SDDP has an even better performance.

5 Applications in Recommendation System.

In this section, we will show the practical applications
of W-SDDP and P-SDDP in Recommendation System.

5.1 Aspect Specific Dictionary Construction.
Both W-SDDP and P-SDDP can help to construct the
aspect- specific dictionary. Table 7 and Table 8 show the
major aspects and their corresponding sentiment words
detected by W-SDDP and P-SDDP respectively from
the first dataset in Table 2. From Table 7 and Table 8,
we find for a restaurant, the commonly mentioned as-
pects are Food (including Chinese food, Japanese food
etc.), Atmosphere, Service and Staff. In addition, for
each aspect, people might use different sentiment words
to express their feelings. The sentiment word like ”Oily”
conveys a negative sentiment for Chinese food, but ”wa-
tery” conveys a positive sentiment. Similarly, the word
”Repeatable” conveys a negative sentiment when de-
scribes the staff, but it may convey a positive sentiment
in other scenario.This result can be implemented in Re-
view Recommendation System to help detect the good
reviews to recommend to customers.

5.2 Online Review Summarization. In many
cases, we want to be recommend a product by a certain
aspect. Taking restaurant as an example, by explicit
providing the aspect and sentiment summarization in-
formation can help to recommend a restaurant more
precisely.

We implement both W-SDDP and P-SDDP on the



Table 6: Result of W-SDDP
Aspect Sentiment

Atmosphere-Service: + Nice,Great,Wonderful,Decent,
Service,Place,Time, Popular,Relax,Superb,Friendly
Menu,Atmosphere, Dim,Horrible,Mediocre
Staff,Dishes,Drinks - Disappointing,Crowded,Poorly

Slow,Worst
Food-Pizza: + Adorable,Delicate,Crisp,Fancy

Pizza,Crust,Slice, Best,Pretty,Supreme,Perfect
Cheese,Williamsburg, Horrific,Vomit,Disgusting
Mushroom - Complaints,Tiny,Gross,

Expensive, Not-Special
Food-Japan& China: + Heavenly,Rejoice,Special,Best,

Sushi,Sichuan,Roll Amazingly,Favorite,Fresh,
Eel, Sea, Chongqing, Elegant
Fish, Chinatown - Mock, Rigid, Dull, Overdone,
Shanghai Fatty, Weird, Poor, Not-Fresh
Food-USA: + Colossal, Outstanding, Best,

Bagel, Bagels, Coffee, Plentiful, Big, Original,
Freeze, Cream Pleasantly, Fabulous
Cheeses,Takeaway - Strange, Pricey, Not-Nice,
Mayo Not-Authentic, Bland, Spot,

Disappointed
Staff: + Hospitable, Experienced, Nice,

Table, Dinner, Stylish, Not-Unable, Helpful,
Waitstaff, Minute, Ready, Attentive
Service, Minutes, - Confused, Not-Amazed,
Bartender, Waiter Annoying, Not-Competent,

Unpleasant, Noisy, Clumsy,
Pretentious

6th dataset, and find there are 5 aspects people mention
a lot toward this restaurant, namely Chicken & Waffles,
the signature dish of this restaurant, Food rather than
Chicken & Waffles, Atmosphere, Service and Price. For
most aspects, like food (including Chicken & Waffles),
atmosphere, and service, people tend to give a positive
judgement. While for the price, the negative sentiment
proportion is a little larger. Thus, to a consumer
who emphasize the food or service quality, we can
recommend this restaurant, but to a consumer who
cares about the price, we may ignore this restaurant.

6 Discussion and Conclusion.

6.1 Comparison between W-SDDP and P-
SDDP. Section 4.4 has proved that W-SDDP and P-
SDDP indeed outperform other models. In this part,
we will compare W-SDDP and P-SDDP to see which
one is better in application. All the experiments in this
part are conducted on the first dataset in Table 2.

Table 6 shows that comparing to W-SDDP, P-
SDDP has a lower converged aspect number and a lower
perplexity. In this sense, P-SDDP performs better than
W-SDDP.However, P-SDDP loses a lot of information.
In Table 6, we can see that P-SDDP loses near to 32.5%
word token in phrase process, because some words could
not be paired up to phrases, and are removed by the
parser.

Thus, in real use, one needs to balance these two
models. P-SDDP will give a more concise and better

Table 7: Result of P-SDDP
Aspect Sentiment

Atmosphere-Service: + Reasonable, Accommodating,
Service, Place, Friendly, Relaxing, Romantic,
Dishes, Atmosphere, Excellent, Expected, Cool
Night, Staff - Rude, Noisy, Disappointing,

Biting, Dark, Poor, Drafty, Slow
Food-Pizza: + Crisp, Fresh, Thin, Expanded,

Pizza,Slice,Crust, Fresh-Tasting,Well-Seasoned,
Ingredients,Codfish Delicious,Tasty
Addition,Lobster,Pie Shredded, Vomit-Inducting,

- Not-Topped,Skimp,Not-Want,
Common,Bitter,Bland

Food-Japan: + Spicy,Matches,Please,
Sushi,Rice,Tuna, Healthy-Looking, Recom-

mended, Favorite
Fish, Sauces, Scallop, Refreshing, Superb
Roll,Appetizer - Disgusting,Flavorless,Not-

Exciting,Broken,Horrid,
Rough,Murky,Awful

Food-China: + Tasting,Traditional,Amazing,
Pork,Soup, Watery,Love,Wonderful,
Dumpling,Chicken, Authentic,Complimentary
Shanghai, - Sour, Mock, Lacking, Horrible,
Shanghainese, Overcompensate, Oily,
Scallion, Eggplant Overpriced,Small
Staff: + Friendly, Great, Enthusiastic,

Staff, Service, Attentive, Helpful,
Manager,People, Knowledgeable, Wonderful
Cooks,Menu,Tables, - Not-recommend,Lies,Bad,
Reservation Unavailable, Repeatable,

Unpleasant, Not-inspired, Lazy

result, but lose considerable amount of information. W-
SDDP keeps all the information, but might bring some
noise to the results.

Table 8: Comparison between W-SDDP and P-SDDP
W-SDDP P-SDDP

Number Of Tokens 30035 20274

Converged Aspect Number 20-30 8-10

Perplexity Around 900 Around 300

6.2 Conclusion. Sentiment Analysis is a core com-
ponent for review recommendation system. This pa-
per has constructed a Similarity Dependency Dirichlet
Process (SDDP) as a novel model for sentiment anal-
ysis. SDDP has solved the aspect number specifica-
tion problem encountered in LDA, and improves the
aspect/sentiment detection performance by replacing
the random word assignment mechanism with similar-
ity based word assignment.Based on SDDP, two models
are built. One is a word model W-SDDP, and a phrase
model P-SDDP. Evaluation results show that both W-
SDDP and P-SDDP perform well on various datasets.
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Abstract
Most recommender system methods derive the user prefer-
ences from predefined information sources. For example, col-
laborative filtering is based on user rating values on items.
Predefining information sources constrains the quality of the
recommendation result by restricting the amount of infor-
mation the recommendation method can operate on. In this
paper we introduce an adaptive rating estimation method,
which is capable to incorporate heterogeneous information
sources and improves the recommendation quality.

To represent heterogeneous information, a graph based
knowledge base is introduced. Recommendations are cal-
culated with our novel method, recommendation spreading.
Comparing recommendation spreading to collaborative fil-
tering on the MovieLens 1M dataset shows that our method
is able to combine heterogeneous information sources to pro-
vide higher coverage and the same rating estimation er-
ror. Furthermore, recommendation spreading is a potential
method to overcome the cold start problem.

1 Introduction.

To enhance recommendation quality, several informa-
tion sources have been involved into the recommenda-
tion process by the recommender systems community.
Most of the methods we have found during our research
explicitly define the type of information sources to cal-
culate the recommendations from. To mention the most
popular ones, recommendations can be derived from
user preferences on items, user attributes, product at-
tributes, social network, product description, user inter-
action, ontology information, purchase history or expert
knowledge. One of our goals is to develop a recommen-
dation framework providing an information representa-
tion method which is general enough to represent and
to integrate information from various types of informa-
tion sources. Our intention is to provide an information
representation method which can act as a stable basis
for the elaboration of more general recommender sys-
tems. By generality we mean methods, which are ca-
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pable to weigh appropriately the available information
source types instead of working with predefined ones.

The Machine Learning community has evolved sev-
eral adaptive classification, clustering and prediction
techniques. By adaptiveness we mean that after a cer-
tain period of training the method learns the underlying
structure or the features of the data and makes its pre-
dictions and decisions based on the previously learnt
model. By defining the knowledge base to contain a
variety of information sources, our intention is to intro-
duce recommendation methods which are influenced by
machine learning in the sense they are adaptive and can
be trained on past data. We think that this area is a
promising direction of research. In this paper we present
our first, spreading activation based calculation method,
which is a promising step in this direction. Spreading
activation is a rarely used technique in this field. For
example Hussein et al. utilize activation spreading to
deliver explanations to the user [10].

In this paper we will introduce our heterogeneous
knowledge base which is capable to incorporate several
information source types. The knowledge base is intro-
duced as a directed, labeled, restricted hypergraph. We
also define a recommendation calculation method which
provides higher quality recommendations than collabo-
rative filtering does. This way we prove on a working
example that the involvement of an increased and het-
erogeneous amount of information sources can lead to
higher quality recommendations.

Section 2 contains an overview of recommendation
techniques, which operate with graph related represen-
tation methods. In Section 3 we provide a formal def-
inition of our knowledge base. Section 4 describes our
calculation method, which is based on spreading acti-
vation. In Section 5 we describe how we evaluated our
pivot method and present our evaluation results. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper and gives an insight into our
plans for the future.



2 Graph Based Representation.

A trend is visible to graph based representation in rec-
ommender systems. Collaborative filtering is the best-
known recommendation method. In most cases the
knowledge base of collaborative filtering is modeled with
a matrix [16]. Collaborative filtering estimates user
preferences on items based on the already known prefer-
ence values with rather good results. Such preferences
can be explicit (user rating, user like, purchase) or im-
plicit (commenting an item, viewing item details, men-
tioning an item in a post). A visible trend in the field
of recommender systems is to involve additional infor-
mation sources to for example collaborative filtering in
order to improve its performance. To represent this in-
formation, various methods were developed.

Konstas et al. [13] recommend music tracks for
users. To improve the recommendation quality, in
addition to item rating they involve user issued tags and
social relationships between users into the knowledge
base. They represent the different kind of relations
as UU (user-user), UTr (user-track), UTg (user-tag) and
TrTg (track-tag) with a partitioned matrix. Regarding
information type content, each of those partitions of
the matrix are homogeneous but the overall matrix is
heterogeneous. Hidasi et al. [9] take context information
into the recommendation process. To represent the
information they utilize a tensor algebra, which can
be treated as the generalization of matrices into higher
dimension. We would like to mention here that in both
of the above mentioned cases the matrix representation
can be substituted with an equivalent, graph based
representation.

Kazienko et al. [12] use a multi-layered graph to
represent the information necessary to compute recom-
mendations. To estimate user preferences, their method
relies on contact lists, tags, groups, favorites, opinions
and social networks. They represent each information
type on a separate layer, where each layer contains a
graph representing homogeneous information. The lay-
ered approach could be mapped to a unified but hetero-
geneous graph by adding a type attribute to the respec-
tive graph nodes and edges.

Furthermore, involving trust networks into the
recommendation process was a visible trend of
the recommender community in the years 2004-
2006 [5][17][14][11]. A straightforward representation of
a trust network is a directed graph. A directed graph
would encode the users as nodes and the trust rela-
tionships as edges. Because of its explicitness, the in-
volvement of this kind of information source has a good
chance to increase recommendation quality. Trust net-
works can be seen as a subconcept of the more general,
social network based relation, which however also in-

creases the recommendation quality [6][13][7]. Social re-
lationships also influence the shopping behaviour of peo-
ple, which mechanism relates to the strengths of weak
ties in networks [3]. The difference between trust net-
works and symmetric social networks is somehow similar
to conditional and joint probability. In the case of trust
network the information (trust) is represented in a di-
rected graph, while in the case of a social network, social
relationships are represented with non-directed edges.
However, asymmetric social relationships are also a use-
ful information source [4].

3 The Graph.

An important aspect of our research is to keep the in-
formation representation method as general as possible.
This way we have the opportunity to work with various
calculation methods in the future. We focus on adap-
tive methods where we can adapt the weights belonging
to different information types according to new infor-
mation available. On the other side, our intention is to
present as much information as possible in order not to
constrain the coverage and precision of the recommen-
dation methods.

3.1 Definition. We introduce our representation
method as a labeled, weighted, restricted hypergraph,
as

K = (N,E, TN , TE , tN , tE , wE , A, an, ae)

. N represents the set of nodes existing in the graph,
E ⊆ {{u, v}|u ∈ N ∧ v ∈ N} represents the set of edges
between the nodes. TN is the set of node types, TE is the
set of edge types. Function tN ⊂ N×TN assigns a node
type to each node, function tE ⊂ E×TE assigns an edge
type to each edge. Function wE ⊂ E×R assigns weights
to the edges. A is a set containing attribute values,
which can be assigned to nodes or edges. Function
an ⊂ N ×A assigns attribute values to nodes, function
ae ⊂ E ×A assigns attribute values to edges.

Node types define the type of entities represented
in the knowledge base. Edge types define the differ-
ent kinds of relations between the entities. This way
the knowledge base is designed to be flexible to hold
information types defined by the application domain.
The intention behind this representation method is to
define a framework to represent the information and
provide calculation methods, guidelines and methodol-
ogy for concrete applications. Edge weights (wE) let
the application assign weights to relations. To provide
an example, the strength of a friendship relation (close
friends, distant friends) in a concrete application sce-
nario can be represented utilizing edge weights. Another
example is item similarity, which also can be represented
as the weights of the edges. Attributes have been intro-



duced to let applications assign additional information
to nodes and edges. Such an item of information repre-
sented as attribute value is for instance the rating value
of an edge which represents user rating value over a spe-
cific item.

3.2 MovieLens. As the method introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1 is capable to incorporate heterogeneous in-
formation source types, we decided to use the Movie-
Lens [8] 1M dataset, which we have found relatively
rich in user and item attributes. MovieLens 1M is pub-
lished by Grouplens1. The rating data also contain a
time stamp, which is important for the evaluation of
our methods. The dataset contains 1 000 209 anony-
mous ratings of 3 883 movies made by 6 040 MovieLens
users who joined MovieLens in 2 000.

MovieLens 1M contains three data files in a propri-
etary tabular format. The data files hold user, item and
rating data. The user data file contains user attributes
about each user, as user id, gender, age, occupation and
zip-code. The item data file contains item attributes
about each movie, as movie id, title and list of genres.
The ratings data file contains the user ratings on items,
as user id, movie id, rating and time stamp.

Figure 1: A detailed view of the MovieLens database
represented in a directed graph

The MovieLens 1M data is represented with the
knowledge base introduced in Section 3.1. As il-
lustrated on Figure 1, the following node types
are introduced to represent entities Person, Item,
AgeCategory, Gender, Occupation, ZipCodeRegion,
Genre and YearOfPublishing. Nodes of type Person

represent users, nodes of type Item represent movies.
User attribute values are represented with nodes. Node
type AgeCategory is used to represent age category,

1http://www.grouplens.org/

Gender to represent gender, Occupation to represent
occupation and ZipCodeRegion to represent U.S. re-
gion. The type ZipCodeRegion is a calculated attribute
value. The original dataset contains U.S. zip codes. The
first digit of the U.S. zip code system represents postal
region, which information has been encoded into the at-
tribute nodes. Item attributes are represented similarly.
Nodes of type Genre represent item genre, nodes of type
YearOfPublishing represent different years when par-
ticular movies were published.

The following edge types have been introduced
to represent relations between the entities in the
knowledge base PersonAgeCategory, PersonGender,
PersonOccupation, PersonZipCodeRegion.
ItemGenre, ItemYearOfPublishing and ItemRating.
Edge types starting with Person represent relations
between users and user attribute nodes representing
user attribute values. For instance edges of type
PersonAgeCategory represent the information re-
vealing that a person belongs to an age category,
PersonGender represents the gender of a person,
PersonOccupation represents the occupation of a per-
son, PersonZipCodeRegion represents the place in U.S.
region where a person lives. Edge types starting with
Item except ItemRating represent relations between
items and nodes representing item attribute values.
Edges of type ItemGenre represent the information
showing which specific genre a movie belongs to,
ItemYearOfPublishing represents that a movie was
published in a specific year.

Edges of type ItemRating existing between users
and items represent that a user rated an item with a
specific value of rating. In this case the rating value was
assigned to the edge as an edge attribute. The edges of
this type have a special, additional attribute, the rating
value. During the import process the rating values are
transformed to the [0.2, 1] real interval from the [1, 5]
integer interval by dividing the rating values by 5.

4 Recommendation.

Cold start is a common and frequently mentioned prob-
lem of recommender systems. Collaborative filtering has
no reliable information to derive recommendations from
for a newcoming user because the user did not express
interest in a sufficient number of items. Content based
methods also need information to be able to model the
taste of the user. Based on this information, relevant
items can be recommended. Knowledge based methods
are a possible solution for this problem but their draw-
back is that these methods in most cases also require
user interaction. Our objective is to start recommend-
ing relevant items as early as possible. To accomplish
this, the highest possible amount of information is rep-



resented and a calculation method is defined, which has
the ability to derive useful information from heteroge-
neous data. This strategy ensures high coverage. We
define the coverage as the percentage of the cases the
recommendation method was able to provide a rating
estimation until the corresponding step.

We introduce a spreading activation [15] based tech-
nique, which – because of the similar technique – we
call recommendation spreading. Spreading activation is
a well-known method in the field of semantic networks,
neural networks and associative networks [1]. By utiliz-
ing spreading activation, our calculation method is able
to combine different paths between the source node (i.e.
the person we are generating recommendations for) and
the recommended nodes (i.e. the items we are recom-
mending). The method is sensitive to the length of each
path, in order to downgrade the influence of nodes topo-
graphically far from the node in question, i.e. the node
the recommendations are generated for.

4.1 Spreading. Recommendation spreading is an it-
erative method. In the initial step, the activation of
the source nodes, is set to a constant value, in most
cases to 1. The source nodes are the nodes the rec-
ommendations are generated for. In the simplest case
the set of source nodes consists of one node, the node
representing a person to generate the recommendations
for.2 In each step for each node a part of the activa-
tion is distributed to the neighbouring nodes, another
part is kept at the activating node. The former parame-
ter, which determines the amount of distributed activa-
tion is called spreading relax. The latter parameter,
which determines the amount of activation kept at the
node is named activation relax. Both parameters
are real numbers and are global settings for the whole
network. The outgoing activation is divided along the
outgoing edges based on the weight of the edges. All
these spreading values are summed up at each receiving
node. This way the sum of the activations received by
the destination nodes is the same amount as the activa-
tions distributed from the source node. If it’s important
to keep the sum of the activations at a constant level in
the network, the sum of activation relax and spreading
relax must be equal to one.3 The concrete spreading

2It is possible to start the recommendation spreading from

multiple nodes. For example if a user is browsing an item, then

the spreading can be started from the two nodes representing the
user and the item. This way the final recommendation result can

be influenced by both the user and the browsed item.
3Setting the weights to appropriate values won’t prevent

spreading methods to lose activation. In a case of a node with

no outgoing edges the node cannot redistribute its activation to

any neighbouring node, thus its activation will be lost. A possible
solution to overcome this problem is to bind all nodes to the source

relax and activation relax values are the parameters of
our spreading method.

Another feature of our spreading methods is the
threshold constant. If the activation of a node falls
below the threshold constant, its activation will be
set to zero [2]. The threshold is introduced to avoid
unnecessary computation of activations close to zero.
This parameter is called activation threshold.

There are various options to define the termination
criteria for recommendation spreading. A relatively
simple solution is the one based on iteration step, i.e. to
stop the iteration after a certain iteration step count is
reached. A delta based termination criterion could also
be used meaning to run the iteration until there is no
significant change in the activations [17]. We decided to
use a step limit, because we think that this termination
criterion fits better to our intended purpose. In a
recommendation scenario a method is necessary, which
delivers nodes topographically close to the source nodes.
It is also important to mention that calculating a delta
based termination criterion is resource intensive, while
step limit is cheap to compute. A limit on iteration
steps has been introduced, which parameter is called
step limit.

4.2 Network Based Comparison. In the following
we are comparing collaborative filtering with our ap-
proach.
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R1

I2

R2

I3

R3

U2

R4 R5
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R8

Figure 2: Collabora-
tive Filtering

Figure 2 illustrates a sim-
plified collaborative filtering
scenario. Nodes labeled with
“U” represent users, nodes la-
beled with “I” indicate items.
Edges labeled with “R” repre-
sent ratings. In this sample
scenario we are generating rat-
ing estimation for user “U1”.
User “U1” rated two items,
“I1” and “I2” in common with
user “U2”. User “U1” rated
item “I3” in common with user
“U3”. The rating estimation
for item “I4” is calculated as
a weighted sum of rating “R7”
and “R8”. The weights for rating “R7” are influenced
by dashed edges, namely “R1”, “R2”, “R4” and “R5”,
the weights for rating “R8” are influenced by dotted
edges, “R3” and “R6”.

Figure 3 illustrates our approach, where we show
how heterogeneous information can be incorporated to

node with a backlink edge. This method has other advantages as
discussed by Zielger et al. [17], called avoidance of dead ends.



produce rating estimation. Nodes labeled with “U”
represent users, nodes labeled with “I” indicate items,
the node labeled with “A” represents age category.
Age category is an example how to represent user
attributes. Item attributes can be represented similarly.
Edges labeled with “R” represent ratings, edges labeled
with “A” mean user belongs to an age category, edge
labeled with “S” means item similarity. User “U1”
rated item “I1” and “I2” in common with user “U2”.
The dashed edges (R1, R2, R4, R5) represent the
influence of user similarity on the weight of rating “R7”
on final estimation. User “U1” belongs to the same
age group “A” with user “U3”. The solid edges (A1,
A2) represent the same age group relation and their
influence to the weight of rating “R8”. It also illustrates
how user and item attributes can influence the final
recommendation result. The dotted path (R3,S1,R6)
starts from user “U1” with a rating edge, continues with
an edge representing item similarity and ends with a
rating edge. The semantics behind this path could be
described as user “U1” and user “U4” rated a similar
item. Activation received through the dotted path
specifies the weight of rating “R9”.
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Figure 3: Recommen-
dation Spreading

4.3 Rating Weights. The
introduced recommendation
method can also be treated
as the generalization of col-
laborative filtering in the case
of representation of hetero-
geneous information. While
calculating recommendation
spreading, the activation
flowed through each rating
edge is accumulated. We
denote this value with a,
which variable is indexed with
the edge. To calculate the
weighted sum of estimated
rating, these accumulated val-
ues are used as the weights of
rating values belonging to the
specific edge. Recommendation spreading calculates
rating estimations with the following formula

r̂u,i = r̄u +

∑
e∈EItemRating∧i∈e∧v∈e∧i6=v (rv,i − r̄v)ae∑

e∈EItemRating∧i∈e∧v∈e∧i 6=v ae

, where r̂u,i is the estimated rating value for user u on
item i, r̄u and r̄v denote the average of the already issued
ratings by user u and v respectively, rv,i is the known
rating value of user v on item i, ae is the aggregated
activation flowed through via edge e, EItemRating =
{e ∈ E|tE(e) = ItemRating} is the set of edges of type

ItemRating.
Rating edges are drawn between users and items.

This means that in the sample case shown in Figure 3
user similarity between U1 and U2 can be defined as the
activation arrived from U1 to U2 through the network. 4

4.4 Flow direction. The knowledge base represents
the information with a weighted directed graph. Fig-
ure 3 shows a sample spreading scenario. If “Item 5”
would be recommended to “User 1”, a directed path
between these nodes couldn’t be found. With a recom-
mendation spreading method flowing only in the direc-
tion of the edges coverage would be lost. Spreading on
an undirected graph also means that if a node received
an activation in step i, in step i+ 1 it will spread a part
of its activation back to the node it received activation
from through the previously receiving edge.

5 Evaluation.

5.1 Evaluation Method. We call our evaluation
method time series evaluation, which is an iterative
method based on time stamped data. The evaluation
iterates through time stamped data of sample items in
ascending order, while repeating the following opera-
tions

1. take the next rating sample from the database,

2. ask for rating estimation from the recommender
engine,

3. calculate the rating error and record it to the
evaluation log,

4. add the true rating value to the knowledge base as
an edge of type ItemRating.

Before starting the evaluation, the knowledge base is
filled with all the information found in the MovieLens
1M dataset except the ItemRating edges. We decided
to use this method to simulate real life scenarios, with
a focus on the ability of comparing methods in the
beginning, cold start steps, when there is only a low
amount of rating information available in the knowledge
base. The knowledge base is filled with additional
information (ItemRating edges) during the evaluation
process.

5.2 Numerical Experiment. We were interested in
comparing different step limit settings to collabora-
tive filtering. Table 1 summarizes the methods which
were evaluated in the experiment. For easier reference

4The statement holds, because U2 has only one outgoing rating
edge. The activation leaves from U2 only via R7.



Name Method Method
parameters

CF Collaborative Filtering –
S3 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 3
S4 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 4
S5 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 5
S6 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 6
S7 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 7
S8 Recommendation Spreading Step limit: 8

Table 1: Engines and configurations

later we assigned a name to these methods which can
be found in the first column of the table. We evaluated
the recommendation spreading method on the Movie-
Lens 1M dataset represented as described in Section 3.2.
Time series evaluation method was conducted as de-
scribed in Section 5.1. As we were interested in how
the methods perform in the information sparse environ-
ment, we ran the experiment on the first 10 002 rating
values of the sample dataset. The benchmark method in
the experiments is collaborative filtering with a Pearson
correlation based similarity calculation method. The
activation relax parameter of the spreading method
has been set to 0.5, the spreading relax has been also
set to 0.5. The activation threshold of spreading
methods has been set to 0, meaning no thresholding,
in order to see the pure, unoptimized performance of
spreading methods.

5.3 Rating Estimation Error. Figure 4 compares
two methods, namely S3 and CF. We decided to com-
pare S3 with CF as S3 is the most restricted spreading
method. Spreading methods running for higher step
limits have a higher chance to deliver recommendation
estimations of better quality. The horizontal axis of the
figure represents evaluation steps, the vertical axis rep-
resents the MAE until the corresponding step. Seeing
the step interval below 1 000, the figure shows that the
recommendation spreading method has a higher cover-
age in the cold start case. Furthermore, in this region
the quality of the estimated values of S3 are higher than
the estimated values of the CF method, which statement
holds until approximately the 3 000th step. To sum-
marize the information on Figure 4, recommendation
spreading converges faster and it has a higher coverage
in the cold start case. Coverage is defined as the per-
centage of cases the recommendation method was able
to provide a rating estimation at until the corresponding
evaluation step.

Figure 4: Comparing the MAE of recommendation
spreading and collaborative filtering

5.4 Coverage. Figure 5 compares the coverage of S3
and CF methods. The horizontal axis of the figure
represents evaluation steps, the vertical axis represents
the coverage at the corresponding step. Figure 5
shows that recommendation spreading provides higher
coverage than collaborative filtering. The difference on
coverage is also high in the beginning steps, when the
knowledge graph is more sparse on true rating values. It
means that recommendation spreading performs better
in the cold start case than collaborative filtering. We
explain this by treating the coverage problem as finding
a path between two nodes. While collaborative filtering
can operate on a restricted set of edges (only on
the ItemRating edges), recommendation spreading can
utilize any type of edge. This is the reason the spreading
based method can reach the item node in a higher
number of cases.

Engine
name

Coverage MAE

CF 6 118 0,170 4
S3 7 897 0,171 0
S4 7 897 0,171 0
S5 7 910 0,171 1
S6 7 910 0,170 8
S7 7 910 0,170 7
S8 7 910 0,170 5

Table 2: Coverage and MAE of different engines at the
last evaluation step



Figure 5: Comparing the coverage of recommendation
spreading and collaborative filtering

Table 2 contains the coverage and MAE values of
the engines in the experiment at the last evaluation
step. The MAE values are very similar, differing only at
the third digit. It means that recommender spreading
is a method which successfully combines heterogeneous
information sources with the same estimation error as
collaborative filtering on the MovieLens 1M dataset.
Regarding coverage, Table 2 provides two insights. As
the spreading method has more options to reach the
destination node from the source node, this method is
able to estimate ratings in more cases. The second
consequence is that a higher spreading step limit

value does not necessarily lead to a significantly higher
coverage. It means that this parameter is sensitive to
the underlying data or application domain and should
be fine tuned for each dataset or application.

6 Conclusion.

The results show that a rating estimation method was
developed which has very similar prediction error as col-
laborative filtering has. As by its nature recommenda-
tion spreading works from a higher number of rating
estimations, the method has a higher coverage than the
benchmark method has. Comparing recommendation
spreading methods configured to different spread step

limits shows that while the coverage increases with
the step limit, the precision of rating estimation does
not increase or decrease. It means if an application of
the method needs an estimation on a specific item, the
iteration can be stopped as spreading reached the node

representing the item, because further spreading does
not increase the precision.

Next to its higher coverage, an important property
of recommendation spreading is its faster convergence.
The results can be explained by a higher number of
rating values reached to aggregate. As the results also
show that the higher the number of aggregated rating
values leads to the lower error of rating estimation,
the faster convergence can be the consequence of the
aggregation of a higher number of rating values also in
the beginning, cold start case. It was also shown that in
the long term, the introduced method has very similar
precision as collaborative filtering has. It means that
a method was developed which is able to combine a
higher number of ratings while not increasing the error
of rating estimation.

We would like to extend the knowledge base or
the recommendation engines with an additional infor-
mation, the information type weight function. Type
weights express the strength of a relation type. This
information can be used by the calculation method. In-
troducing type weights, our intention is to let the model
or the calculation method store the importance of dif-
ferent relation types. For example the weight of the
relation type representing friendship can be set to 0.8,
the weight of the relation type representing country of
production can be set to 0.4. The values express the
importance of the various information types. The cal-
culation methods can use this information when calcu-
lating recommendations, for instance by multiplying the
relation type weight with the relation weight. The po-
tential of introducing type weights can be found in the
learning capability of the recommendation methods. If
a calculation method is capable to react on user feed-
back, it can have a training method to adjust relation
type weights according to feedbacks from the environ-
ment. Tuning these weights can lead to an increase in
the recommendation quality. Manual tuning requires
a domain expert and does not guarantee a quick and
better result. One of our future plans is to develop a
training method which adjusts the weights of the differ-
ent information source types based on user feedbacks,
letting the recommendation method continuously adapt
to the changes in the environment.

Currently the building blocks of the knowledge base
are information representation units. The graph based
model represents the information with nodes and edges.
To utilize the information collected in the knowledge
base, recommendation spreading algorithm has been
used. There are several options to process this infor-
mation, for example we could also work with a random
walk based method. In Section 5 we showed that rec-
ommendation spreading has the potential to have a high



coverage but the error of the rating estimation could not
have been made lower. Our suspicion is that by intro-
ducing a finer grain method, it would be possible to
increase the recommendation quality. One option is to
utilize neural networks, thus to change information rep-
resentation units – graph nodes – to artificial neurons
to let the network adapt to its environment by training
itself.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a decentralized recommender system by for-
mulating the popular collaborative filleting (CF) model into a de-
centralized matrix completion form over a set of users. In such
a way, data storages and computations are fully distributed. Each
user could exchange limited information with its local neighbor-
hood, and thus it avoids the centralized fusion. Advantages of the
proposed system include a protection on user privacy, as well as
better scalability and robustness. We compare our proposed algo-
rithm with several state-of-the-art algorithms on the FlickerUserFa-
vor dataset, and demonstrate that the decentralized algorithm can
gain a competitive performance to others.

1 Introduction
The paper discusses the decentralized recommender sys-
tems, which is in contrast to the typical recommender sys-
tems built on centralized infrastructures (the “cloud”, etc. ).
The decentralized network [1] had been thoroughly investi-
gated in control and communication fields, defined as a set
of distributed but connected agents, who are generally not
strongly connected in a graph theoretic sense. Each agent
collects data by itself, and executes computation via lim-
ited communication within only local neighborhoods. Fig.
1 shows a comparison of centralized versus decentralized
network structures. Specifically, in a decentralized recom-
mender system, individual users / user-groups can be viewed
as network agents. Each user holds his or her own ratings
as partially observed data. The data cannot be accessed by
any intermediate point or centralized server in the network.
Therefore, it has a potential effect on protecting user data
privacy against both the cloud server and some malicious
eavesdropping over uploading channels. For a large-scale
network of mobile users, the decentralized models own a bet-
ter scalability since users are only locally connected. Since
data storages and computations are fully distributed, the de-
centralized systems also become robust to center (cloud) or
individual agent (user) failures.

To our best knowledge, we are the first studying and
designing a decentralized recommender system. There have
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Figure 1: The comparison of a centralized network (left) and
a decentralized network (right).

been some recent interests in investigating algorithms in
a decentralized fashion [2, 3], and moreover, preliminary
literatures to reveal the convergence [4] and dynamics [5]
properties. All above make it solid and promising to build
application scenes on a decentralized network structure.

2 Model and Algorithm
As a most popular tool in recommender system, Collabo-
rative Filtering (CF) is usually formulated as matrix factor-
izations problem [7] [11]. It predicts user rating Ri,j (of
i-th user on j-th item) as a dot product of the user profile
of the i-th user, denoted as a row vector Ui, and the item
profile of the j-th item denoted as a column vector Vj , i.e.,
Ri,j = UiVj . The recommendation problem can be formu-
lated as solving the following matrix factorization problem:

(2.1)
minU,V,Z

1
2 ||UV − Z||22

s.t. PΩ(Z) = PΩ(R)

Here PΩ denotes the projection over the set of available
ratings, and Z is an auxiliary matrix.

It is assumed that CF is performed by L users jointly
in a decentralized manner, and R is segmented into L non-
overlapped parts, denoted as Ri, i = 1, 2, ..., L. For example,
the easiest case to segment R is to divide by columns. The
i-th user (i = 1, 2, ..., L) observes Ri. Note some level of
synchronization is still required to collaboratively utilize in-
formation from all users. The trade-off strategy is to share
partial data only among users in the local neighborhood.
After observing the problem structure, authors in [2] sug-
gested an variant of nonlinear Gauss-Seidel (GS) iterations,
named decentralized matrix completion (DMC) algorithm.
The i-th user will hold Ri, as well as Ui, Vi, and Zi based
on its own computations. Note Ui here is of the same size as
U, and Zi of the same dimension as Ri, so in other words,



Algorithm 1 Decentralized matrix completion (DMC) algo-
rithm for solving (2.1)

Require: PΩ(Ri), (i = 1, 2, ..., L); initializations of Ui, Vi,
and Zi for each i-th user (i = 1, 2, ..., L); step size β;
ITER

1: FOR t=1 to ITER DO
2: Each i-th user updates Vi: Vi = (UT

i Ui)
−1UT

i Zi

3: Each i-th user updates Zi: Zi = UiVi +
PΩ(Ri −UiVi)

4: Each i-th user propagates Ui to its one-hop neighbor-
hood Ni.

5: Each i-th user updates Ui:

Ui =
ZiV

T
i −ai+β

∑
j∈Ni

Uj

1+2β|Ni|
ai = ai + β(|Ni|Ui −

∑
j∈Ni

Uj

6: END
Ensure: Ui, Vi, and Zi, i = 1, 2, ..., L

Zi = UiVi. In each iteration, the i-th user first updates Vi

and Zi independently, then exchanging Ui with its one-hop
connected neighborhood users, and finally update Ui via the
average consensus algorithm[6]. The algorithm is summa-
rized in Algorithm I. It obtains similar reconstruction errors,
compared to centralized solutions [2].

3 Experiments
We compare our proposed algorithm with state-of-the-arts
in this section, including Probabilistic Matrix Factorization
(PMF) [8], and Collaborative Topic Modeling (CTR) [9], on
a collected image recommendation dataset from Flickr.

FlickrUserFavor dataset: The dataset contains
350, 000 images collected from Flickr, from 140 user groups
and uploaded by 20,298 users. We use the “like” feedback
provided by users as binary ratings. 75% of the rating matrix
is used as training, and 25% as testing.

Evaluation Measurement: We use the averaged ranked
order of all the rated images in the testing dataset for a
specific user to evaluate performances. Among these ranked
images, we determine those for which a user has exhibited
a “like” preference in the test data, and report the average
percentile score (APS) of the ranked images which are
indeed preferred by the user. The lower the APS, the better
the algorithm is, which means the user preferred images are
ranked in top positions. Finally, the mAPS is reported with
the mean of the APS scores for all target users.

Performance Comparision: PMF [8] is the most clas-
sical collaborative filtering algorithm for recommender sys-
tem. Wang et.al. also proposed the Collaborative Topic
Model [9] which involves both content and user ratings,
where we use the Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG) [10]
as the image features. For the proposed decentralized al-
gorithm, we set the rank as 64, and using 8 agents. Detailed

mAPS comparisons are shown in Table 1. It is shown that
DMC is capable to achieve competitive performance as CTR,
while is far better than PMF. Moreover, we do not use any
content information in our algorithm, while CTR uses con-
tent to indicates similarities between items. That suggests a
further direction improve our algorithm too.

Table 1: Performances of the proposed approaches compared
with other baseline methods. The second column indicates
whether or not the algorithm uses content information. With-
out using content information and the fusion center, the pro-
posed algorithm achieves a competitive performance.

method Content mAPS
PMF [8] N 61.99
CTR [9] Y 52.76
DMC N 53.46

4 Conclusion
This paper discusses a decentralized recommender system.
We formulate the popular collaborative filleting model into
a decentralized matrix completion problem. Each user,
with only partial rating data, can exchange user profile
factors with its local neighborhood, while keep item profile
factors private. We compare our proposed algorithm with
several state-of-the-arts on the FlickerUserFavor dataset, and
illustrate comparable results to the conventional ones.
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